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            "We've been with Letsmove for the last 8 years, they have been first class at handling all aspects of managing our property.
Very happy customer.
"

          

          
            
              Mrs G, Pembroke
              

              
              
              
            

          

        

      
        
          
            "I feel lucky to rent a home from let's move  I first starting renting from them in 2009 a time I really needed to move and they was so helpful when I moved in and when i moved to a bigger house they were there for me every time I have needed them they are always at the other end of the phone so helpful and friendly and understanding..."
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            "I recently made one of the biggest and best decisions of my life,by moving to Pembrokeshire,and was very fortunate to encounter Lets Move, Whose Helpful, friendly,and very Professional approach, made my life journey so much easier than I could ever have hoped for, by guiding me every single step of the way.Thank you Team."
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                Be in the loop with all things Letsmove Residential, following our social media accounts.
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